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A LARGE ION COLLIDER EXPERIMENT 
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Detector: 
Length: 26 meters 
Height: 16 meters 
Weight: 10,000 tons 

Collaboration: 
> 1200 Members 
> 132 Institutes  
> 36 countries 

Central Barrel 
tracking & PID 
|η| < 1 

Muon Spectrometer 
tracking & µPID 
-4 < η < -2.4 

Goal of ALICE: Experimental study of the phase diagram of the hadronic matter  
in ultra relativistic heavy ion collisions 
  



ALICE UPGRADE STRATEGY 
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Physics program requires 10 nb-1 of integrated 
luminosity of Pb-Pb collisions wrt. the approved 
program of 1 nb-1 

 
Physics signals of interest are rare but not 
triggerable 
–  Low pT (below 1 GeV/c), high combinatorial background 
–  Increase rate capabilities for minimum bias  

heavy-ion collisions to 50 kHz – 100 kHz  

ALICE runs at high luminosity  
–  Factor 100 increase in statistics (for untriggered probes) 
–  Requires smaller beam pipe, new detectors: ITS, MFT, 

upgraded TPC read-out chambers and readout electronics 
upgrade for other detectors 

–  New combined online-offline framework: O2 

Preserve ALICE uniqueness 
–  Low pT measurements and particle identification  

 

Upgrade in the 2nd LHC Long Shutdown  
(LS2) 2018/19  
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CERN-LHCC-2012-005, 
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ALICE-TDR-015 

CERN-LHCC-2013-020 ; 
ALICE-TDR-016 

CERN-LHCC-2013-014 ; 
LHCC-I-022-ADD-1 

CERN-LHCC-2013-024 ; 
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réinsérer.
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l'image avant de la réinsérer.

Full list and details of upgrade strategy:  
ALICE LoI, CERN-LHCC-2012-012 
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ALICE INNER TRACKING SYSTEM BEFORE LHC LS2 
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The current Inner Tracking System (ITS)  
contains 6 layers of Si detectors: 
2 layers of Silicon Pixel Detectors (SPD)  
2 layers of Silicon Drift Detectors  (SDD) 
2 layers of Silicon Strip Detectors (SSD) 

•  Tracking and particle identification 
 

•  Secondary vertex reconstruction (c,b decays),  
track impact parameter resolution:  
< 60 µm (rφ) for pT > 1 GeV/c in Pb-Pb 

 
•  Prompt L0 trigger capability < 800 ns (SPD),  

eg. high multiplicity trigger in pp 

            A.Rossi          ALICE Upgrades          LHCP, New York, 2-7/06/2014 
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Time Projection Chamber 
Tracking, PID 

CENTRAL BARREL 
acceptance: |η|<0.9 
B=0.5 T 

 ALICE detector specificities 

SPD

SDD

SSD

87
.2

 c
m

x

y

z

Inner Tracking System 
Vertexing,Tracking, PID 

Excellent track and vertex reconstruction capabilities 
(TPC, ITS) in a high multiplicity environment over a 
wide transverse momentum range  



MOTIVATION FOR A NEW INNER TRACKING SYSTEM 

•  Improve impact parameter resolution by factor ≈ 3(5) in r-φ(z)  
–  move closer to IP (position of first layer): 39 mm → 22 mm 
–  reduce material budget X /X0 / layer: from ~1.14% … 

… to 0.3% (inner layers) and to 0.8 % (outer layers) 
–  reduce pixel size: 50 µm × 425 µm→O(30 µm × 30 µm)  

•  Improve tracking efficiency and pT resolution at low pT  
–  increase granularity: 6 layers → 7 layers  

•  Fast readout (now limited at 1 kHz with full ITS):  
–  Pb-Pb: up to 100 kHz  
–     pp: several 100 kHz  

•  Fast insertion/removal  
–  possibility to access for yearly maintenance 
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The new ALICE ITS will fully replace the present ITS ! 
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Figure 7.12: Top panels: pointing resolution to the vertex of charged pions (left) and stand-
alone tracking e�ciency (right) as a function of the transverse momentum for the current ITS
and di↵erent options of the upgraded detector; see text for details. Bottom panels: transverse
momentum resolution for charged pions as a function of p

T

for the current ITS and di↵erent
options of the upgraded detector for the ITS stand-alone (left) and the ITS-TPC combined
tracking (right).
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Figure 7.13: Tracking e�ciency as a function of p
T

for the upgraded ITS detector, assuming
di↵erent reduced detection e�ciency for all seven layers of the layout.

PRESENT AND UPGRADED ITS PERFORMANCE 
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Current ITS 
Upgraded ITS 
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•  Standalone track resolution improvement 
factor ~3(5) in rφ(z) at pT ~ 200 MeV/c  

•  Standalone tracking efficiency  
~ 90 % at pT ~ 200 MeV/c 
 

•  Improvement in momentum  
resolution for standalone tracking 
 

 

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 



Le nouvel ITS pour ALICE 
Un trajectomètre de haute précision. 10 m2 de silicium à pixels.  

20 CS IN2P3 | 30 janvier 2014 |  Amélioration du détecteur ALICE du LHC (CERN) 

!  Amélioration d’un 
facteur 3 de la 
résolution sur le 
paramètre d’impact 
des particules. 

!  Lecture à 50-100 kHz 
en Pb-Pb MB. 

!  Rayon de 2.24 cm 
pour la première 
couche. 

!  0.3% X0 par couche. 
!  7 couches de 

capteurs MAPS avec 
la technologie CMOS 
0.18µm de TowerJazz.  

LAYOUT OF THE UPGRADED ALICE ITS 

•  7 layers layout:  
–  3 layers of Inner Barrel 
–  4 layers of Outer Barrel 

 

•  Radial coverage: 22 mm to 400 mm 

 

•  η coverage: |η| ≤ 1.22, for tracks from  

90 % most luminous region  

 

•  Expected radiation level (innermost layer, including a safety factor 10):   

700 krad (TID) and 1 × 1013 1 MeV neq (NIEL)  
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~ 12.5 Gigapixels, binary readout 
~ 10 m2 of silicon  



PIXEL TECHNOLOGY 
•  Requirements:  

–  very thin sensors 
–  very high granularity 
–  cover large area 
–  withstand modest radiation level 

•  Choice:  
–  monolithic silicon pixel sensors 

using TowerJazz 0.18 µm CMOS 
Imaging Process 
  

•  high-resistivity (1-6 kΩcm) epitaxial layer 
on p-type substrate 
  

•  deep p-well to shield PMOS:  
true CMOS circuitry in the pixel  
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Nwell diode output signal: V ∼ Q/C  
 
•  minimize charge spread over different pixels 
•  minimize capacitance 
•  small diode surface (~ 100x smaller than pixel 

area) and large depletion volume  

•  Moderate bias voltage on the substrate can 
increase depletion zone around the Nwell 
charge collection diode 

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 

12 2 Pixel Chip
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Figure 2.1: Schematic cross section of a MAPS pixel in the TowerJazz 0.18 µm imaging CMOS
with the deep p-well feature.

large-scale application of CMOS sensors in a HEP experiment (Sec. 2.4). It will be shown
that the state-of-the-art MAPS do not fulfil the ALICE ITS requirements, which motivates the
development of new architectures (Sec. 2.5). Several prototypes have been developed to optimise
the di↵erent parts of the Pixel Chip. The prototypes and their characterisation are presented in
Sec. 2.6. All aspects related to the radiation hardness of the technology and the specific circuits
implemented in the ALICE Pixel Chip are discussed in Sec. 2.7. The chapter concludes with a
summary (Sec. 2.8), giving the prospect for the development of the final chip.

2.1 Detector technology

The 0.18 µm CMOS technology by TowerJazz has been selected for the implementation of the
Pixel Chip for all layers of the new ITS. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic cross section of a pixel in
this technology. In the following section, we discuss the main features that make this technology
suitable, and in some respect unique, for the implementation of the ITS Pixel Chip.

• Due to the transistor feature size of 0.18 µm and a gate oxide thickness below 4 nm, it is
expected that the CMOS process is substantially more robust to the total ionising dose
than other technologies (such as 0.35 µm) employed up to now as the baseline for the
production of CMOS sensors in particle physics applications.

• The feature size and the number of metal layers available (up to six) are adequate to
implement high density and low power digital circuits. This is essential since a large part
of the digital circuitry (e.g. memories) will be located at the periphery of the pixel matrix
and its area must be minimised to reduce the insensitive area as much as possible.

• It is possible to produce the chips on wafers with an epitaxial layer of up to 40 µm thickness
and with a resistivity between 1 k⌦ cm and 6 k⌦ cm. With such a resistivity, a sizeable
part of the epitaxial layer can be depleted. This increases the signal-to-noise ratio and
may improve the resistance to non-ionising irradiation e↵ects.

• The access to a stitching technology allows the production of sensors with dimensions
exceeding those of a reticle and enables the manufacturing of die sizes up to a single die
per 200mm diameter wafer. As a result, insensitive gaps between neighbouring chips
disappear and the alignment of sensors on a Stave is facilitated. This option has not yet
been exploited by the prototypes, but is foreseen as an option for future large-scale chips.

• The availability of a deep p-well option allows the production of pixel structures with
significantly enhanced functionality.



PIXEL CHIP VERSIONS UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
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Specifications: 
•  Chip size: 15 mm x 30 mm  
•  Pixel pitch: ~ 30 µm  
•  Si thickness: 50 µm  
•  Spatial resolution: ~ 5 µm  
•  Power density: < 100 mW/cm2  
•  Integration time: < 30 µs  

ALICE ITS Sensor Development 
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Read-out architectures

I Three design teams are currently working on four di�erent
architectures for the Pixel Chip:

18 2 Pixel Chip

Table 2.2: Chip design options.

Architecture Pitch Integration time Power consumption
(discriminator, read-out) (r� � z) (µm2) (µs) (mW cm�2)

MISTRAL
22 � 33.3 30 200

(end-of-column, rolling-shutter)

ASTRAL 24 � 31
20

85
(in-pixel, rolling-shutter) 36 � 31 60

CHERWELL
20 � 20 30 90

(in-strixela , rolling-shutter)

ALPIDE
28 � 28 4 < 50

(in-pixel, in-matrix sparsification)
a A strixel is a 128-pixel column over which the electronics are distributed.

2.4 STAR pixel detector

The STAR Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT) is conceived with a similar purpose as the upgraded
ITS in ALICE, to construct a state-of-the-art silicon micro vertex detector, capable of displaced
vertex identification in heavy-ion collisions below 50 µm, opening the way to precision charm
and beauty physics. The STAR HFT is the first vertex detector based on MAPS. The first three
sectors were installed in May 2013 in the STAR experiment at RHIC and tested in an engineering
run with proton and light ion beams, while the full pixel detector will be commissioned in early
2014.

The two innermost layers form the PXL detector [9] and consist of high resolution MAPS, the
ULTIMATE (MIMOSA-28) sensors [10] developed at IPHC CNRS. The ULTIMATE sensor is
manufactured in the AMS 0.35 µm OPTO process, consisting of 928 rows and 960 columns (active
area of 3.8 cm2, integration time 190 µs) with binary output and integrated zero suppression logic.
The pixels have a 15 µm thick epitaxial layer with a resistivity of above 400� cm and a pixel
pitch of 20.7 µm. The ULTIMATE architecture is based on a column-parallel (rolling-shutter)
read-out with amplification and correlated double sampling (CDS) inside each pixel [11]. Each
column is terminated by a high precision discriminator and read out in a rolling-shutter mode
with 200 ns per row [12], yielding a power dissipation of about 150 mW cm�2. The discriminator
outputs are processed by an integrated zero suppression logic and the results are stored in two
memories, allowing a continuous read-out and 320 Mbit s�1 data throughput capability. The
ULTIMATE sensor can cope with a hit rate density of about 106 cm�2 s�1.

While the ULTIMATE sensor characteristics are not orders of magnitude far from the ALICE
requirements, further developments are needed to meet the ALICE requirements in terms of
read-out time.

2.5 ALICE developments

The wide spectrum of possible implementations o�ered by the TowerJazz technology is being
explored by four di�erent design streams. The main operational features of these designs are
summarised and contrasted in Tab. 2.2 and a description of the main design features of the four
circuits is given below.

I This year the decision of the final chip architecture shall be taken
based on results of large scale prototypes

I  lots of characterisation work to be done

MM (CERN) The ALICE ITS Upgrade SLRI VIP, 10/02/2014 11 / 24

Read-out architectures II

MM (CERN) The ALICE ITS Upgrade SLRI VIP, 10/02/2014 12 / 24

ALICE ITS TDR 

•  4 different architectures 
under study 

•  Selection for the final chip 
planned for end 2014 

•  Prototype chips available for 
each architecture 

•  In the following a selection of 
results is presented from: 

•  MIMOSA22THR, 
MIMOSA32ter (MISTRA/
ASTRAL) 

•  Explorer0 and Explorer1 
(ALPIDE) 

ALICE ITS Sensor Development 
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(discriminator, read-out) (r� � z) (µm2) (µs) (mW cm�2)

MISTRAL
22 � 33.3 30 200

(end-of-column, rolling-shutter)

ASTRAL 24 � 31
20

85
(in-pixel, rolling-shutter) 36 � 31 60

CHERWELL
20 � 20 30 90

(in-strixela , rolling-shutter)

ALPIDE
28 � 28 4 < 50

(in-pixel, in-matrix sparsification)
a A strixel is a 128-pixel column over which the electronics are distributed.

2.4 STAR pixel detector

The STAR Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT) is conceived with a similar purpose as the upgraded
ITS in ALICE, to construct a state-of-the-art silicon micro vertex detector, capable of displaced
vertex identification in heavy-ion collisions below 50 µm, opening the way to precision charm
and beauty physics. The STAR HFT is the first vertex detector based on MAPS. The first three
sectors were installed in May 2013 in the STAR experiment at RHIC and tested in an engineering
run with proton and light ion beams, while the full pixel detector will be commissioned in early
2014.

The two innermost layers form the PXL detector [9] and consist of high resolution MAPS, the
ULTIMATE (MIMOSA-28) sensors [10] developed at IPHC CNRS. The ULTIMATE sensor is
manufactured in the AMS 0.35 µm OPTO process, consisting of 928 rows and 960 columns (active
area of 3.8 cm2, integration time 190 µs) with binary output and integrated zero suppression logic.
The pixels have a 15 µm thick epitaxial layer with a resistivity of above 400� cm and a pixel
pitch of 20.7 µm. The ULTIMATE architecture is based on a column-parallel (rolling-shutter)
read-out with amplification and correlated double sampling (CDS) inside each pixel [11]. Each
column is terminated by a high precision discriminator and read out in a rolling-shutter mode
with 200 ns per row [12], yielding a power dissipation of about 150 mW cm�2. The discriminator
outputs are processed by an integrated zero suppression logic and the results are stored in two
memories, allowing a continuous read-out and 320 Mbit s�1 data throughput capability. The
ULTIMATE sensor can cope with a hit rate density of about 106 cm�2 s�1.

While the ULTIMATE sensor characteristics are not orders of magnitude far from the ALICE
requirements, further developments are needed to meet the ALICE requirements in terms of
read-out time.

2.5 ALICE developments

The wide spectrum of possible implementations o�ered by the TowerJazz technology is being
explored by four di�erent design streams. The main operational features of these designs are
summarised and contrasted in Tab. 2.2 and a description of the main design features of the four
circuits is given below.

I This year the decision of the final chip architecture shall be taken
based on results of large scale prototypes

I  lots of characterisation work to be done

MM (CERN) The ALICE ITS Upgrade SLRI VIP, 10/02/2014 11 / 24
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ALICE ITS TDR 

•  4 different architectures 
under study 

•  Selection for the final chip 
planned for end 2014 

•  Prototype chips available for 
each architecture 

•  In the following a selection of 
results is presented from: 

•  MIMOSA22THR, 
MIMOSA32ter (MISTRA/
ASTRAL) 

•  Explorer0 and Explorer1 
(ALPIDE) 

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 

•  Three pixel chip architectures under development: 
MISTRAL / ASTRAL and ALPIDE 

•  MISTRAL/ASTRAL: based on the ULTIMATE chip 
of the STAR PXL detector   

•  Decision on the ALICE Pixel Chip architecture 
for the ITS Upgrade: beginning of 2015 



PIXEL CHIP R&D 
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Dedicated R&D to develop an ALICE pixel chip since 2011 
 
Several small scale and recently full-scale prototypes have been realized to … 
 
•  … improve Signal-over-Noise ratio (SNR)  
•  … implement different read-out and front end architectures 
•  … investigate radiation hardness 
 
 

FSBB: Full Scale Building Block = 1/3 of a full chip 

Architecture Analogue 
prototype 

Digital prototype 

Small-scale Full-scale 

ASTRAL / 
MISTRAL 

MIMOSA-32-X 
MIMOSA-34 

MIMOSA-22THR-X 
AROM-0/1 

FSBB A0 
FSBB M0 

ALPIDE Explorer-0 
Explorer-1 

pALPIDE pALPIDEfs 



PIXEL CHIP R&D 
ASTRAL / MISTRAL – MIMOSA-34  

•  Analogue, no in-pixel pre-amplification and CDS circuitry 
–  sensing node optimisation: pixel size, epitaxial layer characteristics 

•  Pixel size varies from 22 × 27 µm2 to 22 × 66 µm2  

•  High detection efficiency even for large 22 × 66 µm2 pixels  
ALICE | PSD10 | 8/9/2014 | Levente Molnar (CNRS IPHC)  12 
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Figure 2.11: MIMOSA-22THRa1 performance of 22 µm⇥ 33 µm pixels composing sub-matrix
S1 and S2.
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Figure 2.12: MIMOSA-34 results.

circuitry needed for ASTRAL provide performances confirming the adequacy of the circuit
concepts. Their noise level still needs to be suppressed by at least 30%, a goal which seems within
reach with the solutions implemented in the next generation of sensors (AROM-1) expected to
be fully tested by Q1 of 2014.

Summary of the MIMOSA test beam measurements

The detection performances of the upstream part of the MISTRAL architecture were further
assessed with a 4.4GeV/c electron beam at DESY in August 2013. The study focussed on the
sensitive area, composed of 22 µm⇥ 33 µm pixels, connected to the end-of-column discriminators.
It also addressed the performances of larger pixels, which become relevant in case of relaxed single
point resolution requirements. The measurements concentrated on the signal charge collection,
the hit cluster properties, the seed SNR, the detection e�ciency and the spatial resolution.
Several results of the study apply also to the ASTRAL detection performances.

The study was performed in two steps. First, the charge sensing properties were estimated
for various pixel geometries, based on the MIMOSA-34 sensor and therefore not influenced

Test beam 
DESY 
4.4 GeV e–  

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 

CDS: correlated 
double sampling 
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ALPIDE – EXPLORER 1  
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Example: High res epi layer MAPS 

N-well collection electrode in high 
resistivity epitaxial layer (>1kohmcm) 
 
•  Full CMOS circuitry possible inside the 

pixel cell (deep p-well) 
•  Small n-well diode (2-3 µm diameter), ~ 

100 times smaller than pixel ! low 
capacitance 

•  Epi thicknesses 20-40 µm tested ! higher 
cluster signal 

•  Partial depletion of the epi layer (limited 
by circuitry) 

Will be used in the ALICE ITS Upgrade 

TIPP 2014 - P. Riedler, 3.6.2014 16 
ALICE ITS TDR 
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J. Van Hoorne, TIPP2014 Presentations at TIPP: J. Van Hoorne, T. Wang, F. Wilson 
Poster: A. Collu  

Test beam 
DESY 
3.2 GeV e–  

•  Analogue, variable integration and readout time, 20 and 30 µm pitch 
•  Study: charge collection, reverse bias, noise, epitaxial layer thickness 

•  Cluster charge increases linearly with the epi. layer thickness 
•  Optimum value of back bias depends on epi. layer thickness  

largest seed SNR: HR-30 for Vbb = −6 V, HR-20 for Vbb = −1 V  

2.6 Prototype circuits and experimental results 33
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Figure 2.16: Explorer-1 response to 4GeV/c electrons for a pixel with 7.6 µm2 octagonal n-well
electrode and a 2.1 µm spacing between the n-well and the surrounding p+-ring.
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of di↵erent epitaxial layer thicknesses at a 3.2GeV/c positron beam
for Explorer-1.

Test beam measurements

To study the detection e�ciency, the responses of the Explorer chips to electrons were measured
using a 4GeV/c to 6GeV/c electron beam at DESY. Looking at the pixel with highest signal
within a cluster (seed pixel), a Landau-like distribution is observed (Fig. 2.16a). After discrim-
inating the signal, the detection ine�ciency is given by the integral of this distribution below
the threshold. By lowering the threshold, however, statistical base line fluctuations are also
detected: fake hits. In order to distinguish fake hits from track-induced hits, detection planes
were arranged around the device under test in a telescope and particle tracking was performed.
The ine�ciency is defined as the number of tracks found by the external planes that do not have
a corresponding hit in the device under test. The result is plotted in Fig. 2.16b. The fake hit
rate is computed from independent noise measurements.

Due to the high RTS noise noise in Explorer-1, 1% of the pixels with the highest noise were
excluded from both e�ciency and fake hit rate estimation. The still very high detection e�ciency
is due to the fact that clusters extend over a few pixels and can still be detected if a single pixel is
masked. Fig. 2.16b also shows the positive e↵ect of the back bias, which not only yields slightly
higher values at small cuts, but also a larger margin to apply a more comfortable threshold.

Cluster signal 

Seed signal 

Cluster mult. 

Vbb = - 6 V 

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 



PIXEL CHIP R&D 
Digital prototypes 

•  in-pixel pre-amplification and CDS circuitry 

•  parallel column readout and discriminators 

at end of column 

•  22 × 33 µm2 pixels  

•  … to validate upstream part of MISTRAL 

and most of ASTRAL readout  
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•  in-pixel front-end 

•  binary readout 

•  in-matrix sparsification 

•  22 µm pitch 

•  … for optimization of in-pixel front-end 

with binary readout and priority encoder  

 

ASTRAL/MISTRAL – MIMOSA22THR  ALPIDE – pALPIDE  

Achieved at the DESY test beam measurements (3 to 6 GeV e− and e+ beams):  
•  Detection efficiency: > 99 %  
•  Fake hit rate: ≈ 10−8/(event×pixel)  
•  Spatial resolution ≈ 5 µm  
•  Performance of small scale digital prototypes complies with ALICE requirements  



PIXEL CHIP R&D 
ASTRAL / MISTRAL – MIMOSA-32ter, Radiation hardness 
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Figure 2.22: SNR of seed pixel measured with MIMOSA-32ter at the CERN-SPS, at two
operating temperatures, before and after irradiation with the combined load of 1Mrad and
1013 1MeV n

eq

/cm2.

carried out using the proton beam from the NPI cyclotron in Rez near Prague and at PSI3. The
SEU TJ180 structures were exposed to protons of 32.2MeV and 24.8MeV (NPI) and 29.5MeV,
60MeV, 100MeV, 150MeV and 230MeV (PSI) at proton fluxes between 1.1⇥ 107 cm�2 s�1

and 1.1⇥ 108 cm�2 s�1. All SEU tests were carried out in static mode, i.e. the memory was
programmed with a fixed pattern prior to the irradiation cycle and bit flips were monitored as
a function of the proton fluence. The results of the SEU cross section measurements are shown
in Fig. 2.23.

Given a typical memory depth of N = 2Mbit and a throughput of µ = 300Mbit s�1 as well
as a total hit density of ⇢ = 1.6⇥ 106 cm�2 s�1 and a SEU cross section of � = 10�13 cm2 bit�1,
one gets a mean error probability per bit, �, of:

� = N/µ · ⇢ · � ⇡ 10�9 bit�1

. (2.1)

This is the worst case scenario of a central chip and still low enough that the induced data
corruption can be tolerated. Though much less likely (typically only a few hundred bits are
concerned) but still more relevant is the aspect of SEUs in the configuration or the control logic
within the chips. In contrast to errors in the data stream, any error in the configuration logic is
persistent until the configuration is updated. Even worse, SEUs in the control logic of the chip
can lead to electrical errors on the bus and even physical damage. Special means will therefore
be taken to protect those parts of the chip by a redundant, radiation-hardened design.

Radiation hardness tests with regard to SEL require a dedicated test set-up and will be carried
out in the near future for various test structures.

2.8 Summary and plans

Within the R&D phase, the TowerJazz technology has successfully been qualified as appropriate
for the ALICE ITS pixel sensor. The di↵erent design streams have accomplished key achieve-
ments towards the development of large scale prototypes. In particular, radiation tolerance and
particle detection e�ciencies meeting the requirements have been achieved. Within the next
year, focus will lie on the characterisation of bigger chips, including full-size building blocks of
the final chips. After, a decision for the option to be adopted will be taken and forces will be

3Paul Scherrer Institute

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 

Analogue, in-pixel pre-amplification and average noise subtraction  
– in-pixel circuitry optimisation, radiation hardness 
 
In-pixel circuitry is adequate for the expected radiation levels 

Expected radiation level  
(innermost layer, safety factor 10): 
700 krad (TID) and 1 × 1013 1 MeV neq (NIEL)  



PIXEL CHIP R&D 
Explorer-0 radiation hardness 

Explorer 0 irradiated to 1x1013 1MeV neq cm-2  

•  2 bias settings (-1V, -6V), N-well diode: 7.6 µm2 with 1.04 µm spacing 

•  Single pixel cluster signal remains stable at a level of a few percent  

•  Noise increases by 5-15% (different pixel sizes and diode geometries)  
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Figure 2.14: Explorer front-end circuitry (simplified).
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of 55Fe signals for an Explorer-0 pixel with a 7.6 µm2 octagonal n-well
electrode and a 1.04 µm spacing between the n-well and the surrounding p+-ring. The spectra
are measured at back bias voltages of �1V and �6V as well as before and after irradiation with
1013 1MeV n

eq

/cm2 neutrons.

routing and input transistor geometry to lower the front-end input capacitance from 3.6 fF to
1.4 fF, which allows for a better measurement of very low detector capacitances.

Laboratory measurements

The sensor was characterised using X-rays from an 55Fe source to determine its charge collection
e�ciency. Examples of the signal of single-pixel clusters and of arbitrarily shaped clusters
(defined as the sum of a 5⇥ 5 matrix around the seed) are shown in Fig. 2.15.

The noise figure of the Explorer-0 has been studied in the laboratory. It has found to be
Gaussian for more than 99.9% of the pixels before irradiation and still more than 99% after
irradiation with 1013 1MeV n

eq

/cm2. The remaining pixels show jumps of the baseline that
appear with a period of several seconds. For Explorer-1, the situation worsens: RTS noise
appears as a new noise source, significantly a↵ecting a few percent of the pixels. This e↵ect,
very similar to what has been observed with the MIMOSA-32, can most likely be attributed to
the decreased input transistor size.

It should, however, be noted that the Explorer front-end is not representative for the final
chip. Apart from a di↵erent input transistor geometry, the ALPIDE mode of operation is not
sensitive to a (quasi-)static shift of baseline, but only to shifts that occur within the integration
time of the amplifier (some 4 µs).

55Fe signals 

ALICE, CERN-LHCC-2013-024 
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Full scale prototypes 
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FSBB Status
• Fabrication :

! Process : TJsc-0.18 CIS, HR18 epitaxy

! Engineering Run (ER) submitted early February ’14

! Back from foundry early May ’14

! Chips of 2 wafers were thinned (to 120 & 50 µm)
and diced by Rockwood in May

• Chips prepared for tests :
! 16 FSBB-M0a mounted on PCB :

!→ 10 (6) chips thinned to 50 µm (120 µm)

! 8 FSBB-M0b mounted on PCB :
!→ 2 (6) chips thinned to 50 µm (120 µm)

! 7 FSBB-A0 mounted on PCB :
!→ all 7 chips thinned to 120 µm

• Following slides: test results of FSBB-M0a only

5

pALPIDEfs 
Overview 

Full scale ALPIDE prototype chip: 

• 3 x 1.5 cm2 

• 1024 * 512 pixels, 28 x 28 Pm2  

• In-pixel discriminator and  

sparse priority encoder readout 

• Matrix divided into 4-sub sectors  

with different pixel types;  

3 pixel-types with PMOS reset, 1 with diode reset 

 

First chips received end of April 

Up to now wire-bonded and tested 19 chips from 2 wafers (1 wafer thinned to 450 Pm, 1 to 50 Pm) 
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Full scale ALPIDE prototype chip:  
 
•  3 x 1.5 cm2  
•  1024 * 512 pixels, 28 x 28 µm2  
•  In-pixel discriminator and sparse  

priority encoder readout  
•  Matrix divided into 4-sub sectors 

with different pixel types 
 

MISTRAL FSBB (M0):  
 
•  1.37 x 0.92 cm2  
•  416 * 416 pixels, 22 x 33 µm2  
•  Double-row read-out at 160 MHz  

clock frequency  
•  On-chip 3-stage sparsification 
•  2 versions fabricated, each with 2 

slightly different sub-arrays  
 

0.92 cm 

1.37 cm 

1.5 cm 

3.0 cm Chips received 
from foundry in 
late Q2/2014 
 
Laboratory and  
beam-tests are 
on-going  
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FIRST RESULTS OF THE FULL SCALE PROTOTYPES 
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Performance Examples
ASTRAL/MISTRAL

I Full scale building block of MISTRAL received and fully working
I Lab characterisation has started and shows good results
I Test beam measurements to come...

M. Keil (CERN) ALICE ITS Upgrade Pixel2014 16 / 31

ALPIDE: 
•  Currently: test beam at 

CERN PS 
•  Efficiency close to 100% 

(first measured at BTF Frascati) 
•  Low fake hit rates 
•  ENC noise: 5-10 e, 

threshold RMS: 5-20 e 
•  Resolution ~ 5.5 µm,  

incl. 3 µm error on tracking 
•  Soon: back bias and 

irradiated results  

MISTRAL FSBB: 
 
•  Currently: lab. characterization 
•  Fabrication yield satisfactory 
•  Uniformity: similar chip-to-chip 

TN and FPN 
•  Test beam: CERN SPS  

in Oct 2014 

Efficiency 

Fake rate 
Resolution 

Temporal noise (TN)   Fixed Patter Noise (FPN) 

Performance Examples
ASTRAL/MISTRAL

I Full scale building block of MISTRAL received and fully working
I Lab characterisation has started and shows good results
I Test beam measurements to come...
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SUMMARY 

•  The new ALICE ITS with 7 layers of monolithic silicon pixel 

detectors will be installed during LS2 of the LHC in 2018/19 

completely replacing the present ITS  

 

•  Different architectures for the pixel chip have been explored 
–  performance of small scale digital prototypes complies 

with requirements of pixel chip  
 

•  Full-scale prototypes are currently being characterized leading 

to a decision on the ALICE Pixel Chip architecture for the ITS 

Upgrade in the beginning of 2015 
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